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Background: unethical behaviors necessitate a specific focus on ethical behavior. A better understanding of the
concept can be obtained through the perspective and experience of surgical teams on ethical behavior. As a direct
result, the knowledge and performance of the nurses as well as the patients’ satisfaction can be elevated.
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Objectives: The present study aimed to assess ethical behavior based on the perspective and experience of the
OR personnel.
Research Design: A qualitative study to identify the perspective and experience of OR personnel on ethical
behavior, using the conventional qualitative content analysis method.
Participants and Research Context: OR personnel at educational hospitals affiliated to Isfahan University of
Medical Sciences were selected from April 2017 to June 2018 Using a purposive sampling method (n=26).In-depth
semi-structured interviews Were Used For Data Collection.
Ethical Considerations: The study was approved by University’s Ethics Committee. Prior to the interviews, the
research goals and method were explained, the confidentiality of any disclosed information was guaranteed, and
voluntary participation was emphasized.
Findings: Based on the interview data, four themes were extracted, namely “Enhance professional commitment”,
“Strive for excellence”, “Respect for human dignity”, and “Enhance safety”.
Discussion and Conclusion: The findings highlighted the provision of compassionate care by the OR personnel,
in accordance with scientific standards. Fair job division and non-discriminatory behavior between the members
of the OR team were emphasized. Our findings emphasized the importance of psychological and physical safety.
Personal and professional excellence can be achieved through conscious actions by the personnel to correct their
shortcomings, improvement of the capabilities of colleagues, and effective teamwork.The findings enlighten
healthcare personnel and managers on the concept of ethical behavior toward designing better policies and plans
for patient care. the nursing profession will be respected more and ethical behavior and professionalism will
become widespread.
Keywords: ethical behavior, operating room, nursing, qualitative research, content analysis, nurses

INTRODUCTION
From a psychological point of view, behavior is influenced
by an interplay between personality traits and the physical and
social conditions of an environment (1). Some psychologists
emphasized on the prominent role of the environmental
factors whereby an individual and its environment influence
each other. These factors are believed to be involved in the
development of human behavior (2). Considering all
environmental factors (natural conditions and sociocultural
factors) affecting human behavior, it is logical to deduce that
peoples’ behavior differs in different environments, cultures,
and social conditions (3). In this context, ethics are a platform

upon which behavioral standards are defined as a framework
for personal conduct and practices (4). Ethical behavior is a
complex concept; it defines the social structure between
people living and working together whereby their functioning
influence each other (5). Therefore, there is no single variable
that can comprehensively demonstrate the psychology of
ethical behavior (6).
Considering recent advancements in healthcare services
and related technologies, it is important to be observant of
ethical behavior by nurses and to address the growing concern
about unethical behaviors and their underlying factors (7,8).
Although nurses are fully aware of nursing ethics, the main
concern is whether they are actually in the position to practice
ethical behavior in clinical settings (9). As a direct result, ethical
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behavior has become a research priority since it is a critical
element of nursing care and adherence to ethical behavior is an
essential part of the nursing profession (10,11).
Nowadays, unethical behavior in healthcare has become a
serious challenge to healthcare providers, national economies,
and society (12,13). Several studies have reported on the
occurrence of unethical behavior in healthcare, particularly in
the hospital operating room (OR) (14-17). However, only a few
studies have comprehensively addressed the concept of
ethical behavior based on the perspective and experience of
the OR personnel. Some studies have mainly addressed the
concept of ethical behavior from the viewpoint of
organizational management or from the psychological
perspective. Unfortunately, the majority of the studies on the
nursing profession have approached ethical behavior based on
certain presumptions without considering its full range of
dimensions. Some studies have assessed ethical behavior
based on moral reasoning to determine right from wrong (18),
while ethical behavior involves making conscious decisions
and acting accordingly (19,20). Other studies have conditioned
ethical behavior to ethical decision-making, while several
studies have shown a clear distinction between ideal decisionmaking and realistic moral behavior (21).
The display of ethical behaviors strongly depends on the
context-specific setting in which nursing care is provided;
however, most theoretical frameworks have not considered
this parameter (22). For instance, hospital ORs are secluded,
cannot be monitored directly, the patient is unconscious, and
individuals with diverse specialties are present. Such a contextspecific setting is more prone to the emergence of unethical
behavior compared to other hospital sections. Clearly,
exposure of the surgical team members to a high level of stress
(23-26) may cause behavioral changes to the extent that some
may even opt to change jobs (27). Previous studies have
reported that burnout syndrome, common among OR
personnel, is the result of working in stressful settings which in
turn can cause anti-social behavior (28-30). In addition, ethical
distress among nurses is indicative of their inability to work in
accordance with their code of ethics (31-35).
A detailed and comprehensive assessment of the
experience of OR personnel allows identification of their
perception of ethical behavior. Considering the fact that moral
principles are deep-rooted in the Iranian culture and religion, it
is expected that people conduct their job responsibilities in a
moral and humane way and in accordance with the Islamic
teachings (36). Contrary to these expectations, several studies
have reported unethical behavior by healthcare providers in
Iran (37-41). As a direct result, the present qualitative study
aimed to assess various aspects of ethical behavior among one
of the most challenged groups of healthcare providers, namely
the OR personnel.

METHODS
Study Design
As part of a larger research project, the present qualitative
study aimed to identify the perspective and experience of OR
personnel on ethical behavior using the conventional
qualitative content analysis method.

Participants and Setting
The present qualitative study was conducted from April
2017 to June 2018 at educational hospitals affiliated to Isfahan
University of Medical Sciences, Isfahan, Iran. The target
population was the surgical team at various educational
hospitals. The purposive sampling method was used to recruit
participants and the sampling was continued until data
saturation (i.e., the emergence of no new category with
substantive characteristics or dimension). The inclusion
criteria were a minimum of 6-month work experience, holding
at least a bachelor’s degree, mental and psychological ability
to participate in an interview, and willingness to participate. An
effort was made to select participants with maximum diversity
in terms of age, sex, and work experience. Initially, 14 OR nurses
and technicians, involved with elective and emergency
surgeries, were recruited. In order to obtain richer information,
additional participants with other expertise were enrolled,
namely surgeons (n=2), anesthesiologists (n=2), and clinical
educators (n=4). In addition, four Nursing Manager were
recruited to obtain complementary information. The
demographic characteristics of the 26 participants are
described in Table 1.
Data Collection
The experience and perspective of the participants were
assessed through 31 in-depth semi-structured interviews.
Subsequent to the first round of interviews, to clarify
ambiguities and obtain complementary information, six
additional repetitive interviews were held with two nursing
managers and one clinical educator. Note that from the initial
26 interviews, the first interview with one OR technician was
discarded since the given information was too scattered
despite spending more than 2 hours to probe for
comprehensive information. The face-to-face interviews were
conducted by the first author at a location of the participants’
choice and each interview lasted approximately 55 minutes.
Prior to the interviews, all participants were informed about
the research goals and procedures. In addition, the
confidentiality of any disclosed information was guaranteed.
Written informed consent was obtained from all the
participants.
The interviews started with open questions, such as “What
is your understanding of ethical behavior in the OR?” Then, to
probe for more information and clarifications, questions such
as “What are your practical experiences with ethical behavior
in the OR?”, “What do you consider ethical in the OR?”, and
“Please elaborate further” were asked. With the permission of
the participants, an audio recording of the interviews was
made and transcribed verbatim using Microsoft Word 2013.
Additionally, in support of data analysis, at different intervals
(morning and afternoon shifts) as well as pre- and post-surgery,
field notes were made on the attitude of the OR personnel
toward the patients and the surgical team.
Data Analysis
The data were analyzed using the qualitative content
analysis method in accordance with the concept described by
Lundman and Graneheim. At the end of each interview, the
audio recording together with the field notes was meticulously
transcribed. Following multiple reviews of the transcription,
initial semantic units (codes) were identified. The extracted
codes were then classified in terms of similarities and
differences based on which the categories were defined. The
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Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of the participants
participant
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20
P21
P22
P23
P24
P25
P26

Educational level
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
MSc.
Bachelor
MSc.
Bachelor
Bachelor
PhD
Bachelor
PhD
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
PhD
Bachelor
PhD
MSc.

Age(years)
39
27
29
41
26
49
44
46
26
36
39
28
51
31
40
49
53
51
44
49
43
49
50
47
48
28

categories were then reviewed, compared, and grouped to
determine the main themes. Data analysis was performed
using the MAXQDA 10 software.
Rigor
Triangulation of data sources was done based on the
importance of variation in time, space, and person during
observations and interviews. Observations on the nurses,
technicians, clinical educators, nursing managers, surgeons,
anesthesiologists, and patients were made at different
intervals (morning and afternoon shifts) and in different ORs.
To confirm the degree of data convergence, a sample of the
interview transcriptions and extracted codes were presented
to the participants and reviewed jointly with the research team.
To achieve proportionality, a sampling technique with a
maximum variation (age, sex, and work experience) was used.
To fulfill the transferability criterion, a full description of the
results, the data analysis, and quotations of the participants’
statements were provided. The credibility and dependability
criteria were confirmed through extensive teamwork among
the research team combined with interaction and supervision
by experts.
Ethical Considerations
The present study was approved by the Ethics Committee
of Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, Shiraz, Iran (code:
IR.SUMS.REC.1396.S600). The interviews were held at the
preferred location by the participants. Prior to the interviews,
the research goals and method were explained, the
confidentiality of any disclosed information was guaranteed,
and voluntary participation was emphasized. Written informed
consent was obtained from all the participants.

Gender
Mile
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female

Position
OR Nurse
OR Nurse
OR Nurse
OR Nurse
OR Nurse
Nursing Manager
OR Nurse
Nursing Manager
OR Nurse
OR Nurse
Nursing Manager
Clinical Educator
Nursing Manager
Clinical Educator
OR Nurse
Anesthesia Personnel
Clinical Educator
OR Nurse
Anesthesiologist
OR Nurse
OR Nurse
OR Nurse
Surgeon
OR Nurse
Surgeon
Clinical Educator

Working years
20
4
5
21
4
26
23
24
5
16
17
3
25
16
17
25
25
25
16
25
21
24
14
24
22
13

RESULTS
A total of 26 individuals participated in the study. The
participants were OR nurses (n=14), surgeons (n=2),
anesthesiologists (n=2), nursing managers (n=4), clinical
educators (n=4). The demographic characteristics of the
participants are outlined in Table 1.
Analysis of the interview data resulted in 1,523 primary
codes from which 13 categories and 4 themes were extracted
(Table 2). The main themes were “Enhance professional
commitment”, “Strive for excellence”, “Respect for human
dignity”, and “Enhance safety”.
Enhance Professional Commitment
The theme “Enhance professional commitment” included
three categories, namely “Improve clinical skills”,
“Accountability”, and “Adherence to Job discipline.”
The participants believed that personnel who improved
their clinical skills had a higher level of professional
commitment. A participant stated: “The OR personnel should
improve their work-related skills in order to execute tasks in
accordance with the fundamentals of medical science.” (P5)
The importance of accountability was emphasized by
several participants. A participant stated: “Upon entry to the
OR, each member of the surgical team must feel responsible for
both the patient and other team members. They should feel
responsible and held accountable for their actions and must
always remind themselves to hold onto this virtue.” (P9)
The participants believed that those who respected the
rules and regulations and adhered to discipline at work had a
higher level of professional commitment. A participant stated:
“Just like on a military base, the OR personnel must follow a
strict discipline and order. The OR is not a place for trial and
error; those who are committed to their profession fully
understand what I mean.” (P1)
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Table 2. Extracted themes and categories from the interview data
Themes
Enhance professional commitment

Strive for excellence

Ethical
behavior

Respect for human dignity

Commitment to Enhance safety

Strive for Excellence
The categories identified under this theme were “Improve
character traits”, “Strive for the growth and development of
the surgical team”, “Enhance the knowledge of patients and
family caregivers”, and “Efforts to enhance teamwork.”
The participants mentioned that those who pro-actively
aimed for the growth and development of themselves and
other team members contributed to the enhancement of
ethical behavior. They believed that professional excellence
also encompassed improving character traits such as
generosity, humbleness, dedication, self-reliance, and being
determined. A participant stated: “We can be more effective in
our job if we improve certain character traits. I do not only
mean accomplishments at work, but to become a righteous
person is also a major achievement.” (P21)
The participants expressed the importance of contributing
to the growth and development of colleagues, patients, and
family caregivers. They emphasized on both knowledge
transfer as well as ethical teachings to colleagues, and the
provision of medical information and training to the patients
and their family caregivers.
The majority of the participants considered efforts to
enhance teamwork as an important element of striving for
personal and organizational excellence. A clinical educator
stated: “OR activities are a good example of efficient
teamwork. The surgical team does its utmost during surgery to
ensure the best possible outcome such that the patient can be
transferred to the recovery room without any complications.
Each member of the surgical team should perform
exceptionally well to ensure a successful surgery.” (P17)
Respect for Human Dignity
The theme “Respect for human dignity” included three
categories, namely “Effective interactions”, “Respect for the
personal identity of others”, and “Fairness”. The result of the
interview data indicated that those who had more respect for
human dignity made a higher contribution to effective
interactions. In this regard, the participants expressed the
importance of effective interaction and communication. A
participant stated: “Effective interaction between the surgical
team (surgeon, anesthesiologist, nurses, and technicians) is
essential as we work together toward the same goal. In
addition, effective communication creates a collective sense of
respect.” (P9)
The participants believed that respect for one’s personal
dignity (culture, autonomy, and physical space) was indicative
of the respect for the personal dignity of patients, their family

Categories
Improve clinical skills
Accountability
Adherence to Job discipline
Improve character traits
Strive for the growth and development of the surgical team
Enhance the knowledge of patients and family caregivers
Efforts to enhance teamwork
Effective interactions
Respect for personal identity of others
Fairness
Avoid abuse
Create a calm atmosphere
Commitment to protection and prevention

caregivers, and for the surgical team. A participant stated: “One
needs to respect a patient as an individual irrespective of
his/her social status or background. Such an attitude should
also extend to their family caregivers as well as the surgical
team.” (P3)
Fairness toward patients, family caregivers, and the
surgical team was also perceived as an element of respect for
human dignity. A participant stated: “Duties of certain
members of the surgical team should be assigned justly and
include the element of job rotation. It is not fair that one is
always a scrub nurse or a circulating nurse. At times a scrub
nurse must remain active and on her feet for long hours, while
a circulating nurse remains seated during the operation.” (P15)
Commitment to Enhance safety
The categories associated with the theme Commitment to
Enhance safety were “Avoid abuse”, “Create a calm
atmosphere”, and “Commitment to protection and
prevention”. Safety enhancement, which includes both the
physical and psychological safety in the OR, was viewed as the
surgical team’s main goal. An OR nurse stated: “Even after
successful surgery, an anesthetized patient should not be
rolled over or moved aggressively to prevent possible physical
injuries. One needs to care for patient safety before, during,
and after surgery.” (P7)
A calm atmosphere without any stress was regarded as a
contributing factor to psychological safety. An OR technician
stated: “In particular, it is essential to maintain a calm
atmosphere without any stress prior to surgery. The surgical
team needs calm conditions, otherwise, not only the
performance of the whole team will be negatively affected, but
it may also cause harm to the patient.” (P22)
Based on the experience of the participants, the lack of
safety was the main cause of physical injuries to both the
patients and the personnel in the OR. In this regard, providing
preventive and protective measures to protect the patients and
the surgical team are of paramount importance.

DISCUSSION
The present qualitative study aimed to establish how
ethical behavior manifests itself, based on the perspective and
experience of OR personnel. Analysis of the interview data
resulted in four themes, namely “Enhance professional
commitment”, “Strive for excellence”, “Respect for human
dignity”, and “Commitment to Enhance safety”. Based on the
theory of virtue ethics, a study (42) outlined a model for nursing
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ethical behavior which included three areas of ethical behavior
toward patients, family caregivers, and the treatment team.
The majority of the participants viewed professional
commitment as the hallmark of ethical behavior. The
categories associated with this theme were “Improve clinical
skills”, “Accountability”, and “Adherence to Job discipline”.
The pivotal role of professional commitment has been stated
by several nursing professionals as it empowers nurses to
perform their tasks (43). A previous study concluded that
nurses perceive professional commitment as an inner force
that encourages their selflessness, inspires them to provide
care with kindness, and to view the job as a spiritual
responsibility (44). Some studies have identified professional
commitment as the main factor that influenced the employee’s
decision not to leave the profession (45-47). Nurses in
particular face the dilemma of continuing their career as they
are confronted with several new challenges, such as a higher
level of complexity in nursing care, the increasing use of
advanced technologies in providing health care, heavy reliance
on other team members, increased competition, and budget
limitation (48). This dilemma is more prominent in the OR, as
the most important section in any treatment center, since it is
vital to retain experienced and capable employees. Based on
our findings, we believe that management teams can empower
hospital personnel by developing systematic plans to enhance
their clinical competence by introducing suitable motivation
programs.
Enhancement of professional commitment is a process
that involves continuous effort. The participants were of the
opinion that improving clinical skills is an element of the
process of enhancing professional commitment, and
subsequently has a positive effect on ethical behaviors. A
previous study identified clinical competence as a category of
professionalism (49). However, there are concerns over the
lack of utilization of certain clinical skills, particularly with
regard to the quality of nursing education and training
programs (50). The findings of the present study highlighted
that clinical skills should also encompass the provision of care
in accordance with scientific standards, time management in
clinical practice, and the promotion of theoretical knowledge
and practical competencies. The majority of the participants
considered the provision of care in accordance with scientific
standards as a dimension of improving clinical skills, which
consequently enhanced their professional commitment.
Accountability was another category of enhancing
professional commitment. However, in a previous study based
on the theory of virtue ethics, this category was not identified
(43). This finding signifies the importance of accountability of
the OR personnel from the perspective of the participants in
the current study. Nursing professionals have indicated that
nurses should be held accountable for the decisions they make
and their subsequent outcomes (44). Other studies concluded
that accountability, along with other factors (consistency of
care, accurate task performance, and self-confidence), is
indicative of competent care and increases commitment and
the sense of responsibility and the will to make an extra effort
to promote professional values (51,52).
Strive for excellence was another theme associated with
the ethical behavior of OR personnel. This theme included the
categories of “Improve character traits”, “Strive for the growth
and development of the surgical team”, “Enhance the
knowledge of patients and family caregivers”, and “Efforts to
enhance teamwork”. Moulana, the foremost Iranian theologist
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and philosopher, described ethical behavior as a form of
personal conduct; starting with a willful and conscious act
against the boundaries of the personal universe and evolving
into a continuous effort to overcome the constraints to expand
the personal universe (53), which could be viewed as striving
for excellence. Farabi, another famous Iranian philosopher,
considered a combination of theory and practice as the
prerequisite to achieve excellence. He believed that humans
will achieve excellence if they remain firm in good and worthy
conduct and try to continue with the good deed and behavior
(54).
Based on the results, we found that character traits such as
generosity, humbleness, dedication, self-reliance, and being
resolute were complementary characteristics in the OR. Such
traits cannot be achieved easily and require going through a
challenging path, spending time, study, thought,
contemplation, and re-evaluation; rewarded with achieving
personal and professional excellence. Farabi believed that a
perfect human is one who has achieved virtue, completed
theoretical knowledge, achieved the nobility of ethics in
practice, and has reached fullness in ethical behavior (54). A
previous study reported that nurses perceived that the belief in
divine rewards made their work enjoyable, moral (a sense of
being a savior, spirited and passionate about the job), and gave
them a sense of excellence (55). Some other studies have
indicated that by implementing certain management skills,
character traits are improved which in turn encourages and
motivates the personnel to perform tasks beyond the predefined job description and ultimately elevates the efficiency
of the organization (56,57).
The results of the present study identified “Efforts to
enhance the growth and development of the surgical team”
and “Improve the knowledge of the patients and family
caregivers” as the categories of striving for excellence. The subcategories associated with “Efforts to enhance the growth and
development of the surgical team” were identified as
“Teaching of ethical practice to the surgical team” and
“Knowledge transfer to the surgical team”. The sub-categories
associated with “Improve the knowledge of the patients and
family caregivers” were identified as “Offering information and
training to the patients” and “Offering information and training
to the family caregivers.”
The participants viewed that the transfer of knowledge and
the teaching of ethics to their colleagues, in particular to junior
counterparts, play a pivotal role in developing the next
generation of competent professionals, which in turn elevates
performance levels and the sustainability of treatment centers.
A previous study concluded that knowledge transfer by nurses
to their colleagues indicates the presence of optimal
leadership skills (58). Unfortunately, the provision of medical
information to patients and their family caregivers is often
neglected by the OR personnel, although it is a part of the
Iranian patient’s rights charter (59). We believe that by giving
adequate information and guidance to the patients and their
family caregivers, they gain hope and the obtained knowledge
will generate a positive mindset. In addition, their families and
the community become aware of the nurses’ ethical behavior
and ultimately promotes the stature of the nursing profession
in society as a whole.
Efforts to enhance teamwork was also identified as a
category of striving for excellence. We found that exceptional
teamwork among OR personnel is essential. Note that the OR
personnel comprise of different people with different
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expertise; in an environment that can be stressful and intense.
Therefore, comprehensive teamwork planning is required to
reduce potential mistakes and improve patient safety (60). We
found that the elements involved in successful teamwork
included collaboration and interaction with other team
members, monitoring the performance of colleagues, peer-topeer knowledge exchange, and aiming to teach and learn from
colleagues before, during, and after surgery. Considering the
fact that training is the most common methods for improving
teamwork (61), a comprehensive training program for OR
personnel is recommended.
The theme “respect for human dignity” included the
categories “Effective interactions”, “Respect for the personal
identity of others”, and “Fairness”. Respect for patients’ dignity
is an essential part of nursing care (62). A previous study
identified three key concepts that required an ethical attitude
to nursing, namely care, human dignity, and vulnerability of
people (63). In another study, maintaining patient’s dignity was
identified through five themes; respect, protection of privacy,
emotional support, maintaining body image, and equal
treatment for all patients (64). Whereas, in the present study,
respect for the personal identity of others (patients, family
caregivers, and surgical team) was identified as one of the main
categories of the theme “Respect for human dignity”. The subcategories of “Respect for the personal identity of others” were
protecting privacy, autonomy, and accepting cultural
backgrounds; indicating the importance of acknowledging the
concept of identity from the perspective of the OR personnel.
Among all sociological standpoints, the symbolic reciprocal
theory has extensively addressed the term identity. Based on
this viewpoint, meanings (in general) and identity (in
particular) form the process of interaction between people
(65). From this perspective, the type and quality of
interpersonal relationships between the OR personnel and
patients, as well as the surgical team, is of great importance as
it affects their identity.
Protecting privacy is an innate quality of a person and
privacy is a basic human right (66-68). The Iranian patient’s
rights charter defined five key items and 37 sub-items, among
which is the respect for patients’ physical space (59).
Nonetheless, there are reports of violation of patients’ privacy
and disregard of their requests (37). The finding of the present
study indicated that patients, as they are unconscious during
surgery, entrust themselves to the hands of the OR personnel
to protect their privacy. Therefore, it is essential that OR
personnel take this matter seriously since it causes a lot of preoperative stress to patients (69). For instance, the stress was to
the extent that a female patient in our study insisted that her
body should be fully covered after anesthesia.
Patients’ autonomy was also associated with respect for
personal identity. The participants in our study indicated the
importance of being able to express their views on the
treatment method, following clarifications by the treatment
team. However, in line with our findings, a previous study also
reported that patients were not generally asked about their
preferred method of anesthesia (70,71). Respect for the
cultural background of patients, as well as colleagues, was an
element of respect for personal identity. A previous study
reported that respect for religious, national, and ethnic beliefs
of patients is recognized by both the patients and the
treatment team as part of patients’ rights (72).
Effective interaction with patients, family caregivers, and
the surgical team requires a specific focus from the OR team.

Several nursing theorists (e.g., Hildegard Pepla, Ida Jean
Orlando,
and
Paterson-Zderad)
have
considered
communication as the main pillar of the nursing profession and
emphasized on bilateral interaction between the patient and
the treatment team (73). Another nursing theorist, Patricia
Benner, described the nursing profession as a caring
relationship (74). Due to the inherent stressful conditions in the
OR, exacerbated by complex instruments, effective
communication between the patient and the surgical team is
required in such environment more than any other section of
the hospital (75). However, it has been reported that verbal
communication with patients was missing in the care provided
by OR staff (76). In a previous study, sympathy was identified as
a sub-category of emotional support (51), while we identified
such parameters (e.g., sympathy, confidence building, and
verbal/non-verbal communication) as sub-categories of
effective interaction. This indicated that the OR personnel
considered effective interaction as an important concept and
felt that both communication and sympathy are necessary,
despite the limited time they have for a patient. They described
sympathy as a friendly relationship, the ability to listen and
show understanding, and to take the underlying cause for
certain behavior into consideration. The participants stated
that confidence building can be achieved through reassurance,
honesty, and cordiality. They emphasized that having a sense
of humor is a prerequisite to facilitate effective communication
and manage the tense conditions in the OR.
Dignity is one of the most important aspects of human
rights (77), which includes respect for the dignity of patients as
well as of healthcare providers. The results of the present study
showed that respect for dignity among the surgical team is an
essential part of ethical behavior in the OR. In this regard, the
participants emphasized on effective communication as an
illustration of respect for their colleagues. Because of the fact
that a surgical team includes people with diverse expertise, it is
a major challenge to establish effective communication and
harmony among the team members (78); probably due to the
lack of interaction and communication training (79). Therefore,
it is recommended to plan and execute specific interprofessional education programs to promote effective
interaction between the OR personnel.
Fairness was another category associated with respect for
dignity, which included non-discrimination in patient care, fair
distribution of tasks among colleagues, and nondiscrimination in the communication among members of the
surgical team. In a previous study, fairness was identified as a
sub-category of ethical behavior toward patients and their
family caregivers (43). Whereas in the present study, fairness
was identified as one of the main categories of respect for
human dignity; indicating the importance of fairness among
the OR personnel. As experienced by some participants,
contrary to the code of ethics, the members of the OR
personnel behave more politely and provide better care to
patients with a higher social status. Moreover, they seemed to
show more respect and flexibility toward surgeons compared
to their direct colleagues, even to the extent that they blindly
followed the surgeon’s instructions at the risk of harming the
patient. Therefore, it is vital to avoid such unethical behaviors
to prevent discrimination and harm to patients. Another
example of unethical behavior, as stated by a participant, was
related to the division of tasks between the scrub and
circulating nurses, whereby the scrub nurse had a higher
workload. Since these nurses can divide the tasks themselves,
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they should consider the fair allocation of the workload to
avoid unethical behavior.

and to monitor the level of microbial contamination, dust, and
noise.

The results of the interview data showed that Commitment
to Enhance safety in the OR was considered as an important
domain of ethical behavior. This theme included three
categories, namely “Avoid abuse”, “Create a calm
atmosphere”, and “Commitment to protection and
prevention”. The majority of studies on safety have only
addressed its physical aspect, whereas we additionally
emphasized on the psychological safety. This was mainly due
to the specific conditions in the OR, the patients, and the type
of professional and personal relationships that exist among the
members of the surgical team. Based on the experience of the
participants, there were cases of verbal, non-verbal, and
physical abuse not only against the patients and their family
caregivers but also against individual members of the surgical
team. They considered any form of abuse, in particular against
patients, unethical and to be avoided regardless of the
situation. A previous study suggested that certain actions,
which could be interpreted as inhumane, are taken to exert
firmness in order to manage a tense condition in the OR (80).
Nonetheless, from the professional and ethical point of view,
nurses are obliged to defend abused patients.

In line with our findings, a previous study concluded that
deployment of suitable equipment and a sufficient number of
competent nurses are essential to improve patients’ safety
(85). Another concern of the participants, associated with
safety in the OR, was occupational hazards. It has been
reported that 80% of the needle stick injuries occur in the OR
(23). The participants specifically mentioned hazards such as
the use of flammable materials, ionizing radiation, gases, and
chemical materials as well as lack of protective equipment
such as surgical face shields and leaded aprons.

The majority of the participants emphasized on the
importance of a calm atmosphere in the OR. However, they
expressed the lack of verbal communication by the surgical
team with the patients and their family caregivers. This is
despite the fact that such communications combined with
compassion, kindness, confidence building, and giving hope
and peace of mind would ultimately calm the patients and their
family caregivers. A previous study highlighted the importance
of retaining patients’ calm and comfort, particularly in
children, throughout the surgery process; from the entry of the
patient in the OR to the initiation of anesthesia, the surgery
itself, and beyond (81). The findings of the present study
indicated that the scrub and circulating nurses can greatly
contribute to the creation of a calm atmosphere and managing
of the tense environment. Particularly at sensitive and complex
surgeries, they should keep their calmness, take timely and
accurate actions, and reassure others. Moreover, relaxing
music in the operating room is a quick win in calming both the
patients and the surgical team.
The majority of the participants raised their concern about
the high rate of potential harm to patients during surgery.
Since patients are unconscious during surgery, prevention of
harm to patient lies entirely with the OR personnel. The
circulating nurse should be watchful of the patients’ condition,
identify potential dangers, and take immediate action (e.g.,
patient falls off an operating bed while under anesthesia).
Furthermore, the use of mobile phones should be prohibited in
the OR room.
One of the main priorities of the healthcare system,
particularly in the OR, is an improved level of treatment and
care and patients’ safety (82). The participants of the present
study emphasized on compliance with the principles of
infection control and blamed inadequacy of equipment and
tools as the main reason for lack of sterility in the OR. A
previous study suggested that hospitals with adequate
instrumentation have a better track record of disinfection and
sterilization, and consequently are better equipped to
safeguard patients’ safety (83,84). Our participants expressed
their concern about defect instruments and recommended the
use of smart systems to measure temperature and humidity

Job burnout is especially common among OR personnel
and was a concern among our participants; requiring the
special attention of hospital managers. Dedicated programs
such as refresh workout and fitness training as well as
educational courses could improve the performance and job
satisfaction of the personnel. We also noted the importance of
the proper management of medical errors that occurs in the
OR. It is essential that OR personnel acknowledge the error and
seek guidance from competent and experienced colleagues; a
teamwork approach to reduce the impact of an error. It has
been reported that there was a significant correlation between
teamwork among nurses and patient safety (86).
Overall, the findings of the present study highlighted the
provision of compassionate care by the OR personnel, in
accordance with scientific standards. Furthermore, protection
of patients’ privacy, constructive and professional interaction
with the surgical team, fair job division between the scrub and
circulating nurses, and non-discriminatory behavior between
the members of the OR team were also underlined.
Commitment to promoting physical and psychological safety
of the patients and avoidance of any form of abuse against the
patients, their family caregivers, and the surgical team were
also accentuated. Based on the findings, personal and
professional excellence can be achieved through conscious
and voluntary actions by the personnel to correct their
shortcomings, improvement of the capabilities of colleagues,
and effective teamwork.

CONCLUSION
Despite various advances in technology, communication,
and lifestyle, there are no major improvements in ethical
behavior. More than ever before, abuse and unethical behavior
are observed against patients, their family caregivers, and
medical teams. Regretfully, it is always the nurses who
eventually pay the ultimate price for such misbehaviors in the
healthcare system. The findings of the present study on ethical
behavior in the OR enlighten healthcare managers toward
designing better policies and plans for patient care. As a direct
result, the nursing profession will be respected more and
ethical behavior and professionalism will become widespread.

LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Due to the inherent nature of qualitative studies, the main
limitation of the present study was the participation of OR
personnel from a single city, which limits the generalizability of
our findings. It is recommended that further studies are
performed using other study designs such as grounded theory.
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